Hello all and welcome to a new week of our home learning!
BBC Bitesize Daily Lessons

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons

These lessons seem to have proved popular last week so please continue to follow the daily lessons for this
week. Looking at the schedule, for both Year 3 and Year 4 this week the learning covers:
 Fact and opinion
 Formal and informal language
 Using subordinating conjunctions
 Creating a formal report
 Friday’s lesson is a reading lesson.
Remember you could always select lessons from a previous year of the Bitesize Daily Lessons if you feel
these are activities are too tricky at the moment.
Reading Activities:


On the next pages, you will find two reading response activities which you could complete once you
have finished reading or listening to a book. There is one for fiction and one for non-fiction.






After reading or listening to a book, maybe you could try one of these activities.
Writing an alternative ending
Designing a new front cover for the book
Being a word detective – set yourself a challenge… Can you find 10 adjectives? Can you find 10
verbs?



You will also find in the resources below a reading board game you could play which encourages you
to answer questions about what you have read. There are two versions of this board game to offer
two levels of challenge.

Something to talk about…


Try one of the ‘speak like an expert’ challenges below. Why not make up a challenge of your own…
maybe about The Vikings?

My Reading Response
Main Idea
What do you think is the main idea in the book?

Plot Give an overview of the plot.

Character

Why should someone read this book?

Problem What were the characters
trying to solve?

Describe the main character.

Title:_____________________
Setting Where does the story take
place?

Solution

How was it resolved?

_________________________
Author:____________________
_________________________

Emotion How did the book make you feel?

Surprise Something that surprised me
about the book was ________________
________________________________

Connection Did the book remind you of
another book you have read? Why?

Rating I would give this book _ stars.

Recommendation I would recommend this
book to ______because
________________________________
Vocabulary A new word I learnt from this
book is ______. It means _____________
_________________________

Non-fiction Reading Response
I have been learning about…
1 question I have
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
2 interesting facts
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
3 things I have learnt
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Draw a picture or diagram of something from your book.
Can you label it?
New vocabulary

Bronze – Roll a dice and move forwards. Answer the question on that space. If you are unable to answer, move back 2 spaces. Keep rolling the dice and
answering questions until you reach the finish.

Silver - Roll a dice and move forwards. Answer the question on that space. If you are unable to answer, move back 2 spaces. Keep rolling the dice and
answering questions until you reach the finish.

